Get More From Your Business

Payment Innovations for a Changing World

Why PAI?
Payment Alliance International (PAI) is more than a payment
processor. We work in close partnership with our clients to help
them to run more efficient and profitable businesses. Here are a
few reasons you should consider PAI.

A Better Processing Solution
The core fundamental of partnering with PAI is our ATM processing services. We feel we do this
better than anyone. For your ATM business, you won’t find another company that provides more
flexibility, access, control, and visibility to processing ATM transactions. Our proprietary online
terminal management system is the industry model. Features include:
• Create and make revisions to terminals; set up unlimited configurations of revenue splits.
•	Online tools that enable you to participate in revenue generating products.
• Create one-time or recurring debits for items like wireless or service calls.
•	Instant revenue reporting for tracking all cash flow items generated at the terminal.
•	Manage and track all your down-line businesses (IADs that process through you) with tools that
allow you to create TIDs, set up payments and revenue sharing, and view all cash flow.
• Complete transparency to all income and expense sources with no hidden fees.
•	We provide bank and network sponsorship, compliance and all due diligence without additional fees.

Maximize Revenue
At PAI, you’ll make more revenue from an ATM than you will with any other processor, period. That’s
because PAI has proven and exclusive programs that work. For instance:
•	More than $400,000 in incremental cash from Dynamic Currency Conversion (DCC) transactions
has been paid to PAI partners in the past two years. And we make it easy to participate. Software is
readily available for download from our online terminal management solution.
•	New in 2016 are exciting cardless cash offerings such as CardFree CashSM via Popmoney®
participating ATMs, and Pin4TM Cardless Cash powered by HalCash.
•	If you purchase ATMs directly from PAI, they come preloaded with all our revenue-generating
products. You simply decide which ones you wish to turn on. Maximize your investment by opting
into all our products.
•	Our CA$H Alliance product enables to you get cash out of your ATMs and back into your business. This
armored service is less expensive than you might think and it’s led to many of our partners expanding
their footprint to grow their businesses.

EMV Leadership
PAI has processed more than 2.5 million live EMV transactions since January of 2015. We didn’t take
the ‘wait and see’ approach. And as a result, our team has become experts on software and hardware
configurations for successful EMV implementation. With the deadline approaching, we will have your
terminals processing with greater uptime during your conversion to EMV compliance. This is a critical
time. Trust your EMV transactions to the company that led the charge.

Unparalleled Service & Support
Our organizational investment goes beyond what you’d expect from traditional ATM processors.
The PAI Technical Support team is stellar and we’d place them up against anyone in the business.
But it doesn’t stop there. Our Sales and Partner Support teams work hand-in-hand to ensure your
business is running most efficiently and operating at its maximum potential. When you call PAI, we
pick up the phone. We are here to serve your business.

Go With a Winner
We’ve amassed an astounding group of resources that will help you run a more efficient and profitable
business. And with PAI, you’ll have fun doing it...guaranteed. The relationships we build are meaningful.
That’s why we call our clients our Market Partners. With PAI, you’re family.
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